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Discover an expansive range of contemporary aluminum framed door styles from Element Designs, designed to delight the most
progressive of preferences. Treat your imagination to an array of decorative glass and other innovative inserts guaranteed to satiate your
appetite for high-fashion finishing ouches.

STANDARD INSERT OPTIONS

satin glass

clear glass

reeded glass

listral D

austral glass

master carre glass

3FORM® ARCHITECTURAL RESIN INSERT OPTIONS

bear grass

fossil leaf

thatch

quattro carbon

wisp silver

linea ivory

HIGH GLOSS PARAPAN® INSERT OPTIONS

alpine white

white

opal white

latte

light grey

stone grey

cappuccino

pale ivory

brown

oxide red

signal red

bordeaux

cobalt blue

turquoise

kiwi

orange

mint

black gloss

Design can come to life in any number of ways. And like every single living thing, it is continually shaped by change—
evolving from something it once was into what it was always meant to be. And now one cabinetry manufacturer
places more dealer exclusive products paired with more highly evolved elements of design into your hands. More door
styles adapted to your lifestyle. More intelligent organization solutions. More on-trend color and finish combinations.
Welcome to Decorá. More of the quality choices you need to bring your cabinetry ideas to life. For less than you could
ever have imagined.
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kitchens

HARMONY NON-BEADED INSET
quartersawn oak : sepia

4

:

KITCHENS

|

maple : crushed ice

Design is something to take personally, particularly when it comes to your kitchen. Does it reflect your individual style while
meeting essential day-to-day needs? Does it offer ample preparation and cooking areas, intuitive organization and stunning display
arrangements? Traditional to modern. Practical to upscale. Decorá cabinetry is the answer you’ve been looking for.

NEED HELP FINDING A STYLE THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOUR KITCHEN?
www.decoracabinets.com/get-started/find- our-style
decoracabinets.com

prescott

beaded inset : maple : white

6

:

KITCHENS

You are one of those people who makes everything look simple. With Decorá cabinetry, your home can, too. Take the white opaque
kitchen and entry ensemble below, for example. From the back door to center island, both arrangements sport stainless steel hardware and
clean lines for a uniform, clutter-free aesthetic. Create a built-in furniture feel with divided light glass inserts and stacked crown moulding.

decoracabinets.com

marquis

m a p l e : s h e r w i n - w i l l i a m s® c o l o r : s e a w o r t h y
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KITCHENS

High-fashion finishes and the per ect complementary details make on-trend design flawless.

airing Sherwin-Williams' Seaworthy with

good-looking Aluminum Framed Doors from Element® Designs lets your kitchen ride the wave of contemporary design, packed with
excellent form as well as superior function. Discover the difference that up-to-the-minute materials can make. You deserve a one-of-akind design for your extraordinary home.
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harmony
beaded inset :

c h e r r y : a r l i n g t o n e s p r e s s o
maple : sherwin-williams color : pavillion beige
										
espresso
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KITCHENS
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lexington

maple : angora & cobblestone
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KITCHENS

Decorá makes it easy to stay on trend and on task, from start to beautiful finishes. He e, Cobblestone establishes neutral ground for the
natural warmth of Angora. Punctuate your style while preparing your kitchen for heavy-duty use with culinary epicenters showcasing
sophisticated moulding and embellishments, plus hidden conveniences like a stainless warming drawer for entertainment ease.
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girard

maple : lunar twilight & cobblestone
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KITCHENS

Top designers know the difference between ornate and overkill, expansive and expensive, tried-and-true and trying-too-hard.
No wonder Decorá cabinetry is one of their top picks. Here, creamy tones surround a contrasting Cobblestone island featuring a
furniture-grade seating extension, providing a front row seat to Kennsington Specialty Glass doors, an open dishware organizer and
extensive, expressive crown moulding.
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treyburn

non-beaded inset : maple : custom color
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KITCHENS
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avignon

cherry : rousseau luminaire
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KITCHENS

How many finishes does it ta e to infuse antique charm into a modern kitchen design? In this case, only one. Rousseau Luminaire is a specialty
two-tone option that inspires the layering of premium design elements including matching Cherry Avignon doors, drawers and end-of-runs, plus
premium mullion doors and crown moulding. And you can’t miss the high-rise pantry and wine cubes bookending the buffet area.
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leyden

maple : cobblestone
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KITCHENS
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hawthorne

maple : turquoise rust | cherry : mink
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KITCHENS

Two tones make beautiful music together in this kitchen, composed of our Turquoise Rust and Mink finishes. erfectly designed details
fill out the s ore, like the Prairie glass inserts, the column end caps on the island, the tall cabinet beside the oven and the hearth styling
over the cooktop. All in all, it's a symphony of good taste.
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harmony

non-beaded inset : quartersawn oak : sepia | maple : crushed ice
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KITCHENS

Traditional mission styling and richly finished quar ersawn construction—this is just one of many design duets at play in this well-balanced
kitchen arrangement. Note how the prominent pillars and built-ins with Pasadena Art Glass inserts effortlessly hold more than your
attention. Other inspired pairings include a dual-level, multi-purpose island thoughtfully contrasted by a bold run of buffet cabinetry.
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rivington

non-beaded inset : cherry : coriander espresso
alder : bombay
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KITCHENS

Good things happen when you combine wide-open spaces with well-crafted cabinets. Loads of storage space reside above and below the
counter, with plenty of elbow room everywhere in between. Visually grounded by quality cherry and alder Shaker-style doors with warm
Coriander Espresso and Bombay finishes, e think you’ll agree—this is an inspired way to increase productivity and create serenity.

Decorácabinets.com
decoracabinets.com

plaza

maple : chantille

28

: KITCHENS

The age-old concept of a separate dining room was long overdue for a makeover. But you don’t have to give up classic styling or room
for friends and family to gain convenient access to kitchen essentials. The warmly lit gallery display hutch and a multifunctional island
with solid maple spindle leg embellishments are definiti e proof that ease and elegance can, at last, share the same space.

decoracabinets.com

other rooms
MARQUIS
cherry : teaberry

30
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OTHER ROOMS

The kitchen is a natural starting point for stirring up ideas. Decorá now invites you to explore the many design options that reside
in your home’s other comfort zones—those living and working spaces that people naturally gravitate toward. Our large array of
door styles plus color and finish ombinations mean you’ll be ready to express who you are, no matter where you are in your home.

LOOKING FOR MORE IDEAS ABOUT OTHER ROOMS IN YOUR HOME?
www.decoracabinets.com/get-started/find- our-style/find- y-room
decoracabinets.com

artisan

maple : cobblestone & jet
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OTHER ROOMS
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leyden

maple : chantille espresso
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OTHER ROOMS

Create a personal retreat bathed in light and anchored by premium Decorá cabinets. Dual beaded bench window seating creates the
perfect respite for reading, resting or getting reacquainted. Organize your things and thoughts on multiple levels using a wide array
of storage options. Finally, antiqued hardware on a vintage neutral cream finish brings out the beauty in ommon utility.
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modesto

maple : sepia
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OTHER ROOMS

huchenson

beaded inset : maple : zeus and confection

decoracabinets.com

hawthorne

non-beaded inset : maple : chantille
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OTHER ROOMS

Open your mind to a bold office suite design with space and style to spare. Read, relax or reminisce in the recessed window seating
area. Or retire to another part of the room to concentrate on serious business. The coordinated maple inset cabinets, shelf and desk—
all from Decorá—feature bright Chantille finish. ontrasted against black, they make for a bold storage and display statement.

decoracabinets.com

toulan

maple : sherwin-williams color: sensible hue
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OTHER ROOMS

At the end of the day, all anyone wants is a lasting sense of peace. Knowing that you are home and surrounded by what you love goes
a long way. Decorá smoothes your path and thinks of the little things, like mixable options, beautiful moulding solutions and calming
color selections making life just a little bit easier after a hard day. Take a deep breath and enjoy.

decoracabinets.com

modesto

maple : cobblestone
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OTHER ROOMS

Keeping a monochromatic color scheme claims high Hollywood drama and smooth sophistication for a glamorous setting that includes
glass doors for essentials or necessities. Urbane elements like metal feet and sleek hardware perfect a presentation that begs a second
look and deserves a standing ovation!

decoracabinets.com

personalize

MODESTO
maple : mount etna

44
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PERSONALIZE

Why settle for simply purchasing cabinetry when taking ownership of the experience is so much more fulfillin ? This is why Decorá offers
the opportunity to select from among hundreds of door styles, modifications, and embellishments or each project, including custom
opaque colors and our standard finish and gla es. Don’t worry. This isn’t a test. Instead, think of the following pages as decision-making
tools you can use to create that custom look and enjoy those life-changing conveniences you’ve been dreaming about.

ORGANIZE AND EMBELLISH YOUR NEW SPACE!
www.decoracabinets.com/products
decoracabinets.com
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PERSONALIZE

toulan

1.

alder : mink

2.

3.

Bold lines, an abundance of metal accents, plus plenty of open space enhanced by natural

1. SuperCabinet™

and industrial light—they all work together to make this kitchen unmistakably modern.

2. Two Drawer Base for Pots & Pans

Our expansive SuperCabinet™ organization works overtime to maximize your space,

3. Recycling Base

acting as a pantry for bulk goods, a parking garage for small appliances, or a baking center.

decoracabinets.com
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PERSONALIZE

modesto

1.

cherry : sepia

2.

3.

You crave access, openness and a classic aesthetic. Decorá delivers on all fronts with

1. Two Sided Bar Leg

generous floo -to-ceiling storage arrangements, sans any requisite austerity measures.

2. Base Cabinet with Roll Trays

Note the Olde World corbels flanking a gleaming stainless s eel sink beneath fully

3. Wood Tiered Cutlery

exposed display shelves.

decoracabinets.com
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PERSONALIZE

airedale

1.

cherry : mink
maple : sweet pea & chantille twilight

2.

3.

Color sparks a cornucopia of ideas. Decorá cabinetry, featuring a trio of crisp tones

1. Appliance Panels

and finishes, o ers even more to your abundance of imagination. Explore our endless

2. Square Straight Leg

organization possibilities and display options including cherry Shaker appliance panels

3. Utility Organizer Cabinet

that transform fridges into fabulous, plus a utility organizer that serves as a discreet
broom closet.

decoracabinets.com
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PERSONALIZE

prescott

1.

m a p l e

:

b o m b a y

2.

3.

Decorá wants you to discover all of the special places hidden within your new kitchen

1. Three Corner Drawer Base

space. For example, our unique corner drawer unit enables you to make full use of your

2. Olde World Bracket

base corner unit while maintaining a uniform look throughout the kitchen. Complete your

3. Belfast Art Glass Doors

kitchen Renaissance with custom additions like premium brackets and Art Glass.

decoracabinets.com
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PERSONALIZE

girard

1.

maple : lunar twilight & cobblestone

2.

3.

With upscale Decorá embellishments made unexpectedly attainable, there is no ceiling on

1. Enkeboll: Corbel Art Nouveau

imaginative thinking. Put your ideas on full display with wall units featuring dramatic Art

2. Enkeboll: Moulding Art Nouveau Trim

Glass door inserts, undercabinet lighting and open storage. This fully-operational beauty is

3. Kensington Art Glass Doors

topped off with delica ely designed Enkeboll® corbels and mouldings.

decoracabinets.com
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PERSONALIZE

treyburn & aza

1.

maple : honeycomb
cherry : arlington espresso

2.

3.

Texture, tone and intelligence permeate this showcase of country class. At its heart,

1. Base with Tray Divider Rollout

a freestanding island with mission leg flair and tas efully colorful finish brings this

2. Tall Pantry Pullout

food preparation and casual dining space to life. Further inspection reveals impeccably

3. Mission Leg with Peaked Rosette

constructed Decorá organization solutions that make doing kitchen chores more efficien

decoracabinets.com
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PERSONALIZE

willshire

1.

maple : cinnabar & bombay

2.

3.

Pull out all the stops with nearly infini e combinations of style, structure and convenience.

1. Appliance Garage

Take full advantage of tall ceiling heights with a solid wood Range Hood. Store small

2. Traditional Wood Hood

appliances in a custom garage between well-lit backsplashes. And don’t forget the built-in

3. Wall Message Center

Wall Message Center with hidden magnetic reminder board.

decoracabinets.com
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PERSONALIZE

daladier

1.

alder : bombay
rustic alder : coriander coffee

2.

3.

A classic look that offers loads of space for coats, hats, bags, shoes plus whatever else you

1. Double Hook in Nickel and Car Siding Panels

can think to set on, place in or hang from it. Open shelving comes standard, while special

2. Stacked Wall Message Cabinet

features include sturdy nickel hooks and optional message cabinet to store small but

3. Open Shelving

important items. Now if only it could help you keep track of all your ideas.

decoracabinets.com
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PERSONALIZE

marquis

1.

cherry : teaberry

2.

3.

Good Morning Beautiful. Greet the day with striking surfaces, meticulous organization

1. Bath Mirror with Pullout

and fresh design that makes you feel good. For a thoroughly modern motif choose a sleek

2. Bath Wall Hung Sink Pullout

door with a contemporary vibe. Take it up notch by looking at a tried and true necessity

3. Bath Wall Hung Sink Pullout

in a novel way. A wall hung vanity packed full of places to store daily essentials lets your
world takes on a whole new view!

decoracabinets.com

on trend

...and open to possibilities

TRANSITIONAL DESIGN
Take all things classic and breathe new life into them. That’s what transitional design is
all about. We’ve stripped down the iconic raised panel door and simplified it with clean
lines and flat panels, or m ybe just changed it up with a finish that is un omplicated and
meant for easy living. Perfect for those who don’t want to commit to either traditional
or contemporary design; or whose taste spans the two—let transitionally designed
spaces project balance and harmony within your home.

ANGORA & TURQUOISE
FINISH EXPANSION

IT’S WHAT WE DO.
At Decora, we’re always on the
lookout for the latest and greatest.
Bringing you up-to-date styles and
colors allowing you to transform
your home into the retreat you’ve
envisioned in your minds-eye. It’s
the Decora difference.

NEW TRANSITIONAL DOORS
64

KITCHENS

Maxwell and Roslyn doors shown.

GLORIOUS GRAY
Gray is a go-with-anything neutral that gives a room plenty of personality. A versatile
background choice, it gives other colors the chance to pop as accents for a look that
is global modern, and when paired with iron or rubbed bronze details, gray can add
rustic appeal. Traditional looks fare well with gray too, for a look that is both elegant
and timeless. Decora’s gray color palette proposes a variety of looks you’ll love as your
backdrop for living.

Sloan doors shown.

NEW GRAY FINISHES

Fog and Shadow finishes sh wn.
decoracabinets.com

door styles

AIREDALE
maple sweet pea

ARTISAN*
cherry wheatfiel

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

open up to the possibilities

ARTISAN*
5-PIECE DRAWER FRONT OPTION
hickory pheasant

AVIGNON*
cherry brandywine espresso

CM

ACHMOQR

CM

DAVENPORT
maple foothills black

GALLERIA
cherry natural coffee

GIRARD
maple kashmir espresso

HARMORY*
maple honeycomb

HAWTHORNE
cherry mink

CM

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

*Style available in multiple outside profiles
For an interactive door style and finish selection guid , visit decoracabinets.com/products
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AVIGNON*
SLAB DRAWER FRONT OPTION
cherry mink

:KITCHENS
DOOR STYLES

Doors and drawer fronts don’t represent closure but a fresh start. Beginning with over 3,500 style and finish ombinations,
including the option to change the outside edge profil , Decorá gives you more ways to communicate your passion for
superb design and quality craftsmanshi . To learn more about which Decorá door style best speaks to your sensibilities,
refer to our Styles, Finishes and Profiles B ochure. Or contact your Decorá kitchen designer for complete options.

BRAYDON MANOR*
maple turquoise rust

CAMBRIDGE*
maple irish creme

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

CAMBRIDGE*
SLAB DRAWER FRONT OPTION
cherry arlington espresso

DALADIER
maple white twilight

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

HAWTHORNE
SLAB DRAWER FRONT OPTION
maple suede

AVAILABLE ON:
A alder
C cherry
H hickory
M maple
O oak
Q quartersawn oak
R rustic alder

DALADIER
SLAB DRAWER FRONT OPTION
maple angora

ACHMOQR

HUCHENSON*
cherry rousseau luminaire

KINGSTON* (WALL CABINET)
cherry bourbon noir

KINGSTON* (BASE CABINET)
cherry wheatfield esp esso

LEXINGTON*
maple cobblestone

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

CM

ACHMOQR

decoracabinets.com

door styles

LEXINGTON*
5-PIECE DRAWER FRONT OPTION
maple chantille twilight

so many choices, only one you

LEYDEN
cherry suede

MADISON*
oak wheatfiel

MARQUIS*
cherry teaberry

MAXWELL*
cherry fog

CM

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

PRESCOTT*
maple irish crème

PRESCOTT*
SLAB DRAWER FRONT OPTION
cherry mink

RIVINGTON*
cherry arlington

ROSLYN*
maple zues

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

CM

PLAZA*
5-PIECE RAISED DRAWER
FRONT OPTION
maple brandywine

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

*Style available in multiple outside profiles
For an interactive door style and finish selection guid , visit decoracabinets.com/products
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:KITCHENS
DOOR STYLES

AVAILABLE ON:
A alder
C cherry
H hickory
M maple
O oak
Q quartersawn oak
R rustic alder

MAXWELL*
SLAB DRAWER FRONT OPTION
maple confection pewter

MODESTO
cherry pheasant

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

MODESTO
SLAB DRAWER FRONT OPTION
alder bombay

PLAZA*
cherry bourbon noir

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

PLAZA*
5-PIECE RECESSED DRAWER
FRONT OPTION
maple lunar twilight

ACHMOQR

ROSLYN*
5-PIECE DRAWER FRONT OPTION
maple malbec

ACHMOQR

SAVANNAH
maple cobblestone

SIMSBURY*
maple chantille coffee

SLOAN*
cherry shadow

CM

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

SLOAN*
5-PIECE DRAWER FRONT OPTION
quartersawn oak angora

ACHMOQR

decoracabinets.com

door styles

TOULAN*
maple sepia

TREYBURN*
cherry arlington espresso

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

one closes, another opens

TREYBURN*
SLAB DRAWER FRONT OPTION
cherry suede

ACHMOQR

*Style available in multiple outside profiles
For an interactive door style and finish selection guid , visit decoracabinets.com/products
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:KITCHENS
DOOR STYLES

VERONA* (WALL CABINET)
maple irish creme

VERONA* (BASE CABINET)
oak pheasant

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

AVAILABLE ON:
A alder
C cherry
H hickory
M maple
O oak
Q quartersawn oak
R rustic alder

VERONA* (BASE CABINET)
5-PIECE RECESSED DRAWER
FRONT OPTION
cherry pheasant

VERONA* (BASE CABINET)
5-PIECE RAISED DRAWER
FRONT OPTION
maple brandywine

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

WILLSHIRE
maple peat black

YARDLEY*
cherry amber luminaire

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

YARDLEY*
SLAB DRAWER FRONT OPTION
maple jet ember

ACHMOQR

decoracabinets.com

inset door styles

BEADED INSET

HARMONY*

HAWTHORNE

HUCHENSON*

PLAZA*

PRESCOTT*

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

PRESCOTT*
SLAB DRAWER FRONT OPTION

RIVINGTON*

SIMSBURY*

TREYBURN*

YARDLEY*

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

*Style available in multiple outside profiles
For an interactive door style and finish selection guid , visit decoracabinets.com/products
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:KITCHENS
DOOR STYLES

It’s not often you see the words eye-catching and heavy-lifting in the same sen ence. And Decorá is one
of the few cabinetry manufacturers that can show such a large array of furniture-quality inset door style
options in the same spread. Each is available in all applicable wood types and finish ombinations, with
the default six-way concealed or the four-way finial hin e option.

AVAILABLE ON:
A alder
C cherry
H hickory
M maple
O oak
Q quartersawn oak
R rustic alder

NON-BEADED INSET

HARMONY*

HAWTHORNE

HUCHENSON*

PLAZA*

PRESCOTT*

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

PRESCOTT*
SLAB DRAWER FRONT OPTION

RIVINGTON*

SIMBSURY*

TREYBURN*

YARDLEY*

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

ACHMOQR

decoracabinets.com

door profiles

STA N DA R D P RO F I L E O P T I O N S

profile 27

profile 18

profile 17

OTHER ROOMS

profile 14

:

profile 12

profile 10

74

Like you, we can’t leave well enough alone. So in addition to having your pick from our expansive collection of door styles, Decorá
insists on offering even more ways to put your unique vision on display. Work with your designer to choose from a multitude of outside
profile samples. Apply our favorite to your chosen door style. Then step back and admire as your door becomes so much more.

INSET

PROFILE OPTIONS

profile 27

profile 17

profile 14

profile 12

profile 10

decoracabinets.com

finishes

think of them as thought starters

MAPLE FINISHES

PAINTED FINISHES
To view our exciting options for painted finishes, please see ages 80-84.

* Not available on Marquis.
For an interactive door style and finish selection guid , visit decoracabinets.com/products
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:KITCHENS
FINISHES

turquoise

honeycomb

cobblestone

weathered jet*

SEMI-TRANSLUCENT

turquoise rust

jet ember*

irish crème

cinnabar

SPECIALTY FINISHES

angora

coriander coffee*

GLAZES

wheatfield

teaberry

suede

shadow

sepia

malbec
wheatfield bronze*

pheasant

fog
natural coffee*

natural

brandywine
natural bronze*

bombay

FINISHES

Wood types must be picked, doors styled, floor plans laid. But it is our choice of stain, paint, glaze, specialty finish, cus om color—
or any combination thereof—that sets the mood, defines the spa e, and inspires the imagination. Complete the creation process
with flair and onfiden e by choosing from a broad selection of quality Decorá finishes and ood types, now including Quartersawn
Oak, all backed by a limited lifetime warranty.

CHERRY FINISHES

mink

natural

pheasant

sepia

shadow

suede

mink espresso

natural bronze

natural coffee

sienna coffee

wheatfield bronze

wheatfield espresso

wheatfield

fog
coriander espresso

teaberry

cliff
coriander coffee

brandywine

bombay

arlington

FINISHES

brandywine espresso

brandywine coffee

arlington espresso

GLAZES*

rousseau luminaire

cinnabar

bourbon noir

amber luminaire

SPECIALTY FINISHES

decoracabinets.com
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:KITCHENS
FINISHES

wheatfield bronze

natural coffee

natural bronze

FINISHES
rousseau luminaire

cinnabar

bourbon noir

amber luminaire

wheatfield espresso

wheatfield bronze

sienna coffee

natural coffee

natural bronze

coriander coffee

brandywine espresso

brandywine coffee

arlington espresso

GLAZES

coriander coffee

wheatfield

teaberry

suede

shadow

sepia

pheasant

natural

fog

cliff

brandywine

wheatfield

teaberry

suede

shadow

sepia

pheasant

natural

mink

fog

cliff

brandywine

bombay

arlington

finishes
Inspiration is everywhere, especially here

ALDER & RUSTIC ALDER FINISHES

FINISHES

SPECIALTY FINISHES

HICKORY FINISHES

GLAZES

OAK & QUARTERSAWN OAK FINISHES

wheatfield

teaberry

turquoise

SEMI-TRANSLUCENT

angora

turquoise rust

suede

shadow

sepia

pheasant
bourbon noir

wheatfield bronze

natural bronze

SPECIALTY FINISHES

coriander coffee

arlington espresso

GLAZES

natural

fog

cliff

brandywine

bombay

FINISHES

PAINTED FINISHES
To view our exciting options for painted finishes on Oak, please see age 80-84.

decoracabinets.com

evolution
COLOR

Explore the possibility of color -- wherever you prefer! As Decorá evolves with trends
for today, we make it easy for you to select the perfect hue to match your current state
of mind. With three fabulous programs to choose from, Decorá dares you to daydream
in color. Find your favorite tint in our Color Collections, complete Sherwin-Williams
Color Program or custom match to your one-of-a kind item with our Custom Color
program. All available on Maple or Oak. Add drama by adding Coffee, Espresso or
Twilight glaze to your favorite Maple finish

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
COLORS

COLOR COLLECTIONS
80
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CUSTOM COLOR
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finishes

Inspiration is everywhere, especially here

COLOR EVOLUTION: COLOR COLLECTIONS

zeus

sweet pea

urbane

stamped concrete

mindful grey

jet

white

lunar

kashmir

QUIET SOPHISTICATION

jasmine

crushed ice

confection

SHADES OF PALE

chantille

retreat

peppercorn
pier

lemongrass

cargo

terra cotta

rustic red

buff

bee's wax

peat

escape

SPRING FEVER

UNDER THE SUN

barley

mount etna

TRANQUIL DEPTHS

foot hills

earth

sandy ridge

true taupe

DOWN TO EARTH

Color Collections finishes vailable in Maple and Oak.

GLAZING OPTIONS
Coffee, Espresso, Pewter and Twilight Glazes are available on all Color Collection
finishes on Maple onl . Black is available on all Color Collection finishes e cept for Jet.
(The example to the left sh ws the available glazes on chantille.)
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twilight*

pewter*

espresso*

coffee*

black*

* Not available on Marquis.
When maple opaque finishes are ordered, the door center panel will be constructed of Medium Density
Fiberboard (MDF), except when distressing (Reserve and Reserve Plus, Vintage and Vintage Plus), and
Sweet Pea or Jet colors are specified. MDF provides a smoother finish when painted, and is more resistant
to warping, expansion, and contraction.

sherwin williams

Go further. With over 2,000 paint colors
available from the Sherwin-Williams color
palette you’ll be sure to find a olor that is
beyond ordinary in every way, for any area
of your home. Available for both Maple and
Oak wood species, add Black, Coffee, Espresso,
Pewter or Twilight glaze on Maple for true
artistic interpretation.

decoracabinets.com

custom color
When standard isn’t in your vocabulary, Decorá
offers the ultimate in flexibility with our

Custom Color program, allowing you to match
the item of your heart's desire for total home
coordination. Available on Maple and Oak,
Custom Color is also available with Black, Coffee,
Espresso, Pewter and Twilight glazing on Maple
for creating that perfect nuance.
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finish

While the distressed look hasn’t waned in popularity polls, your interest in
established antiquing styles continues to evolve, and Decorá offers choices for

techniques

your level of authenticity. Enjoy time-worn sophistication with finish echniques
from Decorá.

reserve plu

res erve &

Reserve’s light distressing uses wormholes, tiny dents and light signs
of wear. Reserve Plus adds more aggressive techniques like rasping
and splits, artfully blended for a beautifully aged look.

wormholes

dents

rasping

mars & splits

vintage plus

v i n tage &

Vintage is a light sand-through to create a subtle, time worn

look. Vintage Plus is an aggressively burnished sand-through

technique applied to corners and raised profiles, exposing the
underlying wood.

light sand-thr ough

aggres sive sand-thr ough
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aluminum frame

door options

PROFILE OPTIONS

AF002

AF003

AF004

AF005

AF006

AF007

AF010

PROFILE FINISHES
ANODIZED ALUMINUM

natural aluminum

POWDER COAT

black

brushed stainless
steel look

white

oil rubbed bronze

charcoal gloss

charcoal matte

BACKPAINTED GLASS INSERT OPTIONS

white gloss
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white matte

ELEMENTS? FRAME DOOR OPTIONS
ALUMINUM

sand gloss

sand matte

black gloss

black matte

contents
table of

Discover an expansive range of contemporary aluminum framed door styles from Element Designs, designed to delight the most
progressive of preferences. Treat your imagination to an array of decorative glass and other innovative inserts guaranteed to satiate your
appetite for high-fashion finishing ouches.

STANDARD INSERT OPTIONS

satin glass

clear glass

reeded glass

listral D

austral glass

master carre glass

3FORM® ARCHITECTURAL RESIN INSERT OPTIONS

bear grass

fossil leaf

thatch

quattro carbon

wisp silver

linea ivory

HIGH GLOSS PARAPAN® INSERT OPTIONS

alpine white

white

opal white

latte

light grey

stone grey

cappuccino

pale ivory

brown

oxide red

signal red

bordeaux

cobalt blue

turquoise

kiwi

orange

mint

black gloss

Design can come to life in any number of ways. And like every single living thing, it is continually shaped by change—
evolving from something it once was into what it was always meant to be. And now one cabinetry manufacturer
places more dealer exclusive products paired with more highly evolved elements of design into your hands. More door
styles adapted to your lifestyle. More intelligent organization solutions. More on-trend color and finish combinations.
Welcome to Decorá. More of the quality choices you need to bring your cabinetry ideas to life. For less than you could
ever have imagined.
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design evolved

PLANNING TOOLS, PHOTO GALLERIES,
AND STYLE GUIDES AWAIT YOU ONLINE...

decoracabinets.com

E L E M E N T S O F I M AG I N AT I O N

masterbrand.com
decoracabinets.com

Styles, product availability and construction may vary slightly from those
shown in this catalog due to material availability and/or design evolution.
Specifications are subject to change without notice. For more details, please see
www.decoracabinets.com or contact your designer.
Product photography and illustrations have been reproduced as accurately
as printing technologies permit. To ensure highest satisfaction, we strongly
recommend you view an actual sample for best color, wood grain and finish
representation. © 2014 MasterBrand Cabinets, Inc. All rights reserved. DECORÁ
is a registered trademark of MBCI.
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